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· Detect and fit a parabola for each side of the shape that touches the surface · Get the contact angle as the slope of the function at the point of touching. · No user interface · No mouse required · No complex calibration · No special instructions · No need for saved screenshots · No need for other programs · No need for knowledge of Python or any other programming languages · No Mac or Windows Mac OS X or Windows · Works
with any movie file format · Works with any camera resolution · Works with any size of the surface · Works with any shape of the droplet · Runs in the background · No need to save any data · No need to delete any data · No need to go to preferences · Full version available for free, the trial version is for 10 minutes. It is a free, standalone application and has no ads. It is a simple application made with a small amount of code that

uses only a few file formats. To use it, simply download it from the internet and double click on it. It will start immediately, no need for the DVD drive or any other hard drive. The program may be used in order to: · Help you to calibrate a camera · Help you to extract contact angles from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract
wettability data from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability
data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from old videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from new videos of liquid droplets on a surface · Help you to extract wettability data from
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- MIN_TIME: 3 - DOCKING_ARGS: "" - WAVE_STRIPES_ARGS: "" - FILE_OUTPUT_FORMAT: "png" - DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG: "video-extract-contact-angle" - USE_THUMBNAIL_TOOL: "" 1.13.0 September 21, 2018 * Added a 'Rescale' button. This may be used to increase or decrease the range of the fitted line. * Improved 'Fit' button to show a tooltip for all possible points * Button to add/remove data points
(integers) * Support for reading HEIC and JPEG files (thanks to Glen) * Changed use of 'native' (default) resolution to 'Size * Added resampling tool (thanks to Glen) * Added a 'Rescale' button. This may be used to increase or decrease the range of the fitted line. * Improved 'Fit' button to show a tooltip for all possible points * Button to add/remove data points (integers) * Support for reading HEIC and JPEG files (thanks to Glen) *
Changed use of 'native' (default) resolution to 'Size * Added resampling tool (thanks to Glen) * Added a 'Reset' button. This will reset all settings, including the settings for the 'Fit' and 'Resize' buttons, to the defaults. 1.12.0 July 12, 2018 * Added a 'Reset' button. This will reset all settings, including the settings for the 'Fit' and 'Resize' buttons, to the defaults. 1.11.1 June 24, 2018 * Fixed issue where only one contact angle could be

saved if program crashes. * Added a ToolTip to the 'Reset' button. * Fixed issue where some settings were getting lost when switching between modes. * Added a 'Reset' button. This will reset all settings, including the settings for the 'Fit' and 'Resize' buttons, to the defaults. 1.11.0 May 30, 2018 * Added a 'Reset' button. This will reset all settings, including the settings for the 'Fit' and 'Resize' buttons 81e310abbf
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1. ContactAngle is open source software, licensed under the GNU GPL version 3. 2. The main graphical user interface (GUI) is written in QT4. You must have Qt4 in order to compile it. You can download it from 3. Source code is available at So you can try: 1. To extract the contact angle you may select a frame and click on the "Analyze" button. 2. Or you may select the folder containing the frames to be analyzed and select the
"Analyze All Frames" button. 3. The contact angle is displayed in the first window, as shown in the figure below. ![contact-angle example](contact-angle-example.png) ## Keyboard shortcuts The following keys display information in the main window: - Z (zoom-in) - C (configuration) - E (exit) - P (position) ## To help or not I have built ContactAngle mainly for fun. I want to build things that I use and use. The fact that I am
building software for my own use is the reason why the program is limited in some ways. I don't have time to make a beautiful GUI (Graphic User Interface). The number of steps in my code is limited (C is C and not Java). My code is not polished, for example, the function called "isOneFrame" is a hack. My code is not optimized, for example, I am not using vector instructions. The program runs fast because I have limited
resources. But if you find the program useful, I will be glad if you leave a comment. The first time I wrote it I was afraid of the critics. In the end I was more afraid of not having a good program. If I had a beautiful GUI I might have spent too much time on it. ## What else ContactAngle is a work in progress. I plan to add the following functionalities in the future: - Support for real-time analysis. For example, the user can specify the
number of frames to be processed and the program will automatically analyze them in real time.

What's New In ContactAngle?

The first step is to read a single frame from the video. The program does this by capturing an image and then saving the result to the selected directory. A selection of directory is required. The program will attempt to read the directory you have selected, or in some cases will select the first frame in the video file if you don't give it a directory to use. The second step is to use a simple threshold to convert the image from color to black
and white. A simple threshold value is used to convert pixels into a value of 1 or 0. The third step is to detect the shape of the drop. This is done by fitting a parabola to each side of the drop. The parabola is a function that looks like a parabola and the point where it touches the surface will be the maximum of the function. The point on each side where the function intersects the x-axis is the center of the drop. The parabola fitting is
done by first binarizing the image, then fitting a simple parabola. You can try using two different parabola functions, or a parabola and a line. Finally, you will need to choose a point where to calculate the contact angle. You will need to decide where to calculate this. You have two options. The first is to choose a point on the center of the drop. The second is to calculate the contact angle as the point where the drop touches the
surface, and the third is to calculate the contact angle as the point where the drop starts to fall. One important thing to note is that the contact angles from the center of the drop are calculated using a different equation to those calculated using the two other points. This should be taken into account when calculating the center of the drop. For example, using the surface point as the center of the drop, the formula for the center of the
drop is: · x = x · y = y · x2 + y2 = r2 (the sum of the radii squared) · x3 + y3 = 3r (the sum of the cube of the radii) · r = sqrt (x2 + y2) The drop touches the surface when the right hand side is zero. Calculating the center of the drop as above will make the drop touch at a point where the radii are equal. Some points to keep in mind when choosing the location where the contact angle should be calculated: · Do not use a location where
the drop starts to spread. · The radius r should be calculated as a function of the distance from the center of the drop to the surface. A better formula is to make the x2 + y2 constant, or use the radius squared
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System Requirements For ContactAngle:

Minimum specifications Windows 7 Mac OSX 10.6.8 (or later) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (Pentium 4) 1.66 GHz or AMD Phenom(tm) X3 720, 2.3 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 20 GB HD space Minimum System Requirements: Mac OSX 10.7 (Lion) or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (Pentium 4) 1.66 GHz or AMD Phenom(tm
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